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Chairside Attachment Pickup Material Kits.
Each kit contains:

Syringe and Plunger (8g)

15 Mixing Tips

15 Angled Tips

Features
Optimal handling characteristics
•Tissue-colored material bonds to itself
•Packaged with a straight and angled tip for precise application
•Dual cure – self or light cure
•The material will set in approximately 5 minutes from the moment the material is expressed from the tip. The
working time is approximately 2 minutes and 15 seconds.
•The material will self-cure in approximately 7 minutes from the time the material is expressed from the
tip. We recommend waiting the full 7 minutes to ensure reliable attachment fixation.
Curing time can be shortened by light curing.
Cost efficient
•Shortened mixing tip length reduces waste and cost and increases the number of Attachments processed per
syringe
•No primer required, reducing associated chairside time and cost
Designed with patient comfort in mind
•Odorless and tasteless
•Low cure temperature

Six Easy Steps
1. PLACE
Place blockout spacers around and firmly seat retention
caps on to abutments.

2. APPLY
Apply fit check marking/indicating paste inside of the
denture. Insert the denture (in the mouth) in position
over the Retention Caps. Mark the areas where the
denture will need to be relieved to allow space for the
caps to be picked up

3. RELIEVE
Relieve the areas marked with an acrylic bur. Try in the
denture to verify that the Retention Caps are not in
contact with the acrylic in any area. Cut lingual/palatal
escape vent windows in the denture to visualize full
seating and for an excess material vent. Cut an
undercut around the circumference of the relief areas
for mechanical retention.

4. DRY
Dry the Retention Caps. Apply a small amount of
CHAIRSIDE Material around the circumference of each
cap. Place CHAIRSIDE Material into the relief areas of
the denture and seat the denture over the caps and onto
the tissue. Have the patient close into light occlusion-or hold the denture in place with finger pressure
over the attachments-- and hold while the
CHAIRSIDE Material sets. The set time of the material
from the time the material is mixed to the time it is set is
five (5) minutes. The working time for the material is
two (2) minutes, fifteen (15) seconds. Light cure to
expedite setting.
5. DISENGAGE
Disengage the denture from the attachments and remove
from the mouth. Verify that the Retention Caps have
been securely processed into the denture. Fill any voids,
light cure and polish the denture. The material will bond
to itself and will cure within 30 seconds with light
application.

6. FIT
Reseat the denture in the mouth and press down to
engage the males on the Attachments.
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